-the systems under investigation are not real-time systems;
-control conditions may vary. The listed properties of control systems are characteristic for such object domains (OD) as labor protection, ecology and economics, medicine and sanitation, engineering and others. The control systems under investigation can work both independently and be integrated as a component in existing control systems, particularly, in automated monitoring and management systems.
To make decisions on the state of objects, rules are applied which are usually built into the control system. However, the control conditions for most systems change quite often, and a need of rule adjustment appears in maintaining such systems. Adaptation of traditional systems requires significant costs which leads to a slowdown in making changes and smaller decision validity. In addition, each parameter in many control systems is evaluated separately with no connection to others and this negatively affects validity of decision making concerning results of monitoring.
It is proposed to use knowledge-oriented systems in complex analysis of objects with a possibility of making rapid changes. This is due to the fact that the control task is not completely formalized and the control conditions are usually described declaratively and require an accumulated experts' experience for automation [1] .
However, implementation of such systems is constrained on the one hand because of inconvenient mode of formation and updating of knowledge and on the other hand because of availability of only specialized tools for development of control systems, that is, the tools aimed at specific ODs. Consequently, there is a contradiction between the potential capabilities of intellectual knowledge-oriented systems and the insufficient level of their practical use due to imperfect information support tools for maintenance of knowledge bases (KB) and creation of control systems. Therefore, the scientific and technical task of developing new models, methods and IT for creating and maintaining control systems based on a knowledge-oriented approach is urgent and unresolved.
Literature review and problem statement
Expert control and monitoring systems for various ODs were analyzed. The issues of choosing implementation options for knowledge-oriented control systems embedded in a data network for improving service quality are elucidated in paper [2] . A knowledge-oriented monitoring, diagnostic and control systems for monitoring technical condition of transformer equipment have been developed in work [3] . In article [4] , approaches are presented that realize control of the dynamic state of machines based on vibroacoustic vibrations. In work [5] , a knowledge-oriented system for automation of temperature control in a glass furnace is described. An expert system REXPERT [6] is used in training students to control their knowledge. In paper [7] , an expert system for monitoring level of driver vigilance is described. Knowledge-oriented systems are known that allow monitoring dangerous situations, particularly on roads [8] .
Thus, it was concluded in the analysis of open printed sources devoted to this issue that there are control systems that implement information analysis for various ODs but no generally accepted and tested in practice common approach to generation of control systems with an integrated expert analysis component was found. Therefore, the work sets the task of developing an IT which will generalize the processes of creating and maintaining knowledge-oriented control systems for various ODs.
Based on the analysis of the knowledge presentation models [9] , it was decided to use production rules for control. Such a model favorably differs from others by low complexity, versatility, high modularity, small storage space and visualization abilities [10] . However, despite the similarity of such presentation to natural language presentation, it is necessary to note that this does not always mean that it is easy to formulate rules for use in knowledge-oriented systems. In addition, checking the rules in a text form is difficult if there is a multiplicity of rules. In particular, it is extremely difficult to monitor and verify relationships between rules. Therefore, methods of visualization and, on this basis, methods of rule verification, in particular, when constructing component configurations [11] are offered currently. The authors of work [12] proposed to use for the purpose of visualizing rules and interacting with them the AND/OR-graph which is an oriented circuit-free graph with all vertices divided into three disjoint classes: AND-vertices, OR-vertices and final (target) vertices [1] . For knowledge-oriented control systems, one vertex corresponds to the state of the object, and the rest are the values of the object's parameters, and each path represents a set of conditions under which the monitored object state falls outside the acceptable limits.
However, there remains an open question of automatic transfer of the constructed graph representation of rules into the language of production programming. Therefore, the work study is aimed at creating ways of such transformation.
Within the framework of solving problems of validation and verification of production knowledge-oriented systems, the following dominant approaches were distinguished [13] : survey, empirical estimation, static verification, empirical testing.
Two of the approaches listed (survey and empirical estimation) are based on manual, rather than automated, validation and verification procedures [14] . The other two (static verification and empirical testing) are focused on automating validation and verification of systems.
Note that the KB checks are most effective at the early stages when a description of the basic concepts and OD interrelations in a natural language is created because an expert can work with knowledge at this stage. With static verification, so-called anomalies are detected: a static sample in the KB which involves presence of an error in the knowledge presented. Classification of methods of static verification for the knowledge representation model in a form of rules proposed in [15] was most popular. These methods are based on decision tables, generation of labels and graphs. However, most of the existing methods of static verification of rules require additional work from the user, in particular, in the construction of problem-oriented constraints [16] . Thus, for control rules, it is necessary to develop steps for verification of knowledge bases (KB) taking the methods proposed by the authors in [17] as a basis.
The objective and tasks of the study
The study objective consisted in raising reliability of control through developing a new IT for generation and maintenance of control systems based on a knowledge-oriented approach.
To achieve this goal, the following tasks have been accomplished:
-creation of an IT for construction and maintenance of knowledge-oriented control systems; -transformation of rules from the AND/OR graph into the language of production programming; -approbation of the developed methods and IT and their study for effectiveness when used in making decisions concerning the control results.
Technology of creation and maintenance of knowledgeoriented control systems
Basic information technology for creating knowledge-oriented systems includes the following stages [18] :
-the stage of obtaining knowledge: it includes analysis of the OD, concepts and their interrelations, determining feasibility of using a knowledge-oriented system in the selected area;
-the stage of structuring knowledge: an informal visual description of knowledge about the object domain is developed in the form of a graph, a table, a diagram or a text reflecting basic concepts and interrelations between the concepts of the object domain;
-the stage of formalization: organization and presentation of knowledge in a form convenient for work of a knowledge-oriented system; -the stage of implementation: creation of one or several prototypes of a knowledge-oriented system that solve the set tasks;
-the testing stage: the chosen method of representing knowledge of a knowledge-oriented system as a whole is evaluated;
-the maintenance phase: the process of improvement, optimization and correction of defects in the knowledge-oriented system after its commissioning.
An applied information technology for development of control systems is proposed (Table 1 ) based on the above mentioned basic technology using a tool in the form of a rule editor for creating, verifying and supporting control rules. The technology is based on the knowledge presentation model in a form of production rules as well as on the proposed model and methods for checking quality of control rules [17] . The proposed approach makes it possible to partially move the stage of testing knowledge to the earlier stages of development. Table 1 IT for creation and maintenance of knowledge-oriented control systems
Basic IT
Applied IT for control systems
Stage 1
The acquisition of knowledge: -analysis of OD; -highlighting concepts; -expediency of developing a knowledge-oriented system -compiling an OD vocabulary; -identifying parameters of the objects of control; -selection of monitored states; -determination of feasibility of development in accordance with the criteria from the basic IT
Stage 2
Structuring: -visual representation and decomposition of concepts and relationships in a form of graph, table or text -construction of a hierarchy of concepts for OD, division into terminal and intermediate ones; -breaking knowledge into groups by the object states, one group for each state is used; with a large volume of the group, its division into subgroups is made; -construction of rules in a natural language and in a form of an AND/OR graph with the ability to convert from one form to another (in the rule editor); -automated checking of rules for consistency, completeness, availability of states (in the rule editor)
Stage 3
Formalization of knowledge: -representation of knowledge in a form that the inference engine uses -automatic transformation of each group (subgroup) of rules into the language of production programming taking into account the decrease in the time of logical inference due to the optimal assignment of priorities to the rules
Stage 4 Coding
-choice of an existing inference engine or development of an own one; -completion of each group (subgroup) in accordance with the rules received at the stage of formalization; -combining of groups (subgroups) of rules into a common modular structure taking into account frequency of errors and triggering in two modes: 1) until the first discrepancy; 2) a complete check; -integration of KB and inference engines with two components of the control system; -the first one: for setting modes and obtaining parameters from the monitored object; -the second one: for outputting work results and organizing graphical user interface
Stage 5 Testing
-debugging each group of rules: all conditions for emergency states as well as conditions for normal operation; -debugging the modular structure obtained by combining groups (subgroups) of rules; -integration testing of the control system
Stage 6
Maintenance -changing the rules of control (in the rule editor)
Steps 1-6 are performed iteratively until the system meets the user's requirements Stage 1. Obtaining knowledge on the object domain of control.
1. 1. Automated compilation of the object domain dictionary using tools. To create a quality dictionary, it is necessary to choose a set of texts that would contain a maximum number of terms specific for the given object domain. However, in the most cases, the texts contain a large number of service words and terms from other or related object domains [19] , so it is expedient to invite an expert in the given object domain to compile the dictionary. Such a dictionary helps to avoid a large number of errors at all subsequent stages when building a knowledge structure, especially if connecting it and the possibilities of working with it to the rule creation tool. The expert can view the terms of the dictionary, select necessary ones and add them to the rules. Such a dictionary of the object domain helps to avoid a large number of errors when drawing up rules of the expert system and it reduces time of their development as well.
In work [20] , a method is proposed for automated creation of dictionary of the object domain terms which is based on syntactic and semantic analysis of texts. On the basis of this method, a freeware program was created which implemented dictionary compilation using the mentioned method. The program makes it possible to view highlighted words and phrases, the number of their occurrences, frequency and also write the results to an .xml file.
1. 2. Definition of the input data, that is, the system parameters and their possible values. Moreover, the values are used later as the premise of the rules.
1. 3. Identification of the monitored values of the parameters for which control is carried out, as well as the conditions for their fall beyond the permissible limits.
1. 4. Determination of appropriateness of using a knowledge-oriented system for control in a certain OD.
Stage 2. Structuring knowledge for control. 2. 1. Construction of a conceptual knowledge structure in a form of a parameter hierarchy for control and their values. Breakdown of concepts, that is, parameters and their values for each group for selection of the so-called finite (terminal) from the analysis of which the conclusion is immediately made about falling of the monitored parameter values beyond the permissible limits and intermediate ones by help of which final conclusion can be drawn in several steps.
2. 2. Breakdown of knowledge into groups when each group corresponds to one monitored state of the object. Thus, when constructing rules, there will be rules in each group describing one situation for which control is performed. In turn, if the group is large, then it can be divided into subgroups of knowledge sets independent or weakly dependent from each other. This modularity makes it visually easier to create and maintain KBs.
2. 3. Construction of the functional structure of the object domain of control modeling the expert's reasoning in a form of rules for each group (subgroup) in natural language in a text form or as an AND/OR graph with the ability to automatically switch from one type to another and preserve/ download rules. To do this, an automated tool like a rule editor is used. The editor enables interactive work with the rules presented in a graphical form and their automatic conversion to Boolean expressions for verification.
2. 4. Automated rule checking: -consistency check of each rule as well as the entire set of rules using the Boolean formula satisfiability task (SAT). This defines rules that can never be executed or will always be executed. Both the first and the second cases are inadmissible and show contradictions in the system of rules; -checking the rules for incompleteness based on the automatic construction and visualization of "inverse" rules describing in which cases the monitored state of the subject is normal; -checking reachability of the object state vertex from the set of rules.
Stage 3. Formalization of knowledge for control. 3. 1. Automatic transformation of the rules represented in a form of an AND/OR graph to a textual form in natural language with the help of the rule editor. If necessary, scanning the KB by the developer, correction in a text form and reverse automatic conversion to the AND/OR graph. Thus, the rules can be "seen" from one more point of view.
3. 2. Transformation of the rules represented in a form of an AND/OR graph into the production programming language for a particular platform.
Stage 4. Implementation of knowledge-oriented control systems.
4. 1. Choosing a ready inference engine or developing an own one, setting the inference engine.
4. 2. Programming of each group (subgroup) of the rules in accordance with the rules obtained during the formalization stage 3. 2.
4. 3. Combining groups (subgroups) of rules into a common modular structure for the possibility of their actuation in a preset sequence.
The order of execution of the modules is assigned based on the frequency of error appearance (the group for which violations are most frequently detected during control is started first).
To ensure an optimal combination of the knowledge-oriented system modules, various modes of module actuation were identified and two combination modes were proposed on their basis. In the first mode (fast mode), the decision that the monitored state of an object is beyond the tolerance limits is made according to the first group of rules which were violated and the modules are not started further. The second mode of operation of a knowledge-oriented system involves actuation of all modules which makes it possible to identify all the problems. 4. 4. Integration of the KB and the inference engine with other components of the control system by building them into existing control system by adding two components to them:
-the first one is for setting the modes and obtaining parameters from the controlled object; -the second one is for outputting the work results and organizing graphical user interface.
Stage 5. Debugging knowledge-oriented control systems. 5. 1. Debugging for each group of rules. As many tests are performed as there are rules in the group; thus all conditions of exceeding the limits of the investigated object state are tested. Next, tests for checking cases when the state of the object does not go beyond the permissible limits are performed.
5. 2. Debugging the general modular structure of the rules. Each control rule and all their possible combinations are tested.
5. 3. Integration testing of the control system. Stage 6. First of all, maintenance includes changing of the control rules. It is supposed to make prompt changes to the rules, preferably by the expert (in the rule editor).
Some subitems of stages 1 to 6 can be performed in different sequences, and often iteratively. It is convenient, for example, to the knowledge engineer together with the expert to imagine first what rule groups can be, then define the entities and states for each group and finally construct the rules. Further, rules must be checked and when discrepancies and mistakes are corrected, return to the previous steps is made.
In the practice of creating knowledge-oriented systems, the sequence of steps can be somewhat changed. For example, first build the rules, next select parameters and their values from them simultaneously correcting the rules and then the rules are divided into groups and checked.
As a result of browsing the visualized graph, the knowledge engineer along with the expert can review the rules, identify inconsistencies and logical errors in the earlier built rules, parameters and their values, and fix them.
Similarly, stages 4 and 5 are performed iteratively, like it is done when developing any software systems.
The proposed IT is designed in corpore for creation of KBs analyzing precise parameters of the controlled object. However, if parameters are fuzzy [21] , then most of the IT stages are executed in full. There are tools for coding knowledge-oriented systems with unfuzzy rules, in particular Clips as well as FuzzyClips for fuzzy rules and the control rules obtained in stage 2 are converted into production languages for these systems.
Transformation of rules from the AND/OR graph into the language of production programming
For formalization of knowledge, freely distributed development environment CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System) was chosen [9] .
The facts in CLIPS are a piece of data placed in the current list of system facts (working memory). The rules consist of premises and conclusions. Premises of the rules are satisfied depending on the presence or absence of some specified facts in the list of facts. Conditional elements in a form of patterns consist of a list of field constraints, wildcards and variables that are used to find a set of facts that correspond to a given pattern. A rule effect is represented by a set of actions to be performed in a case when the rule is applicable to the current situation. Priorities (saliences) can be assigned to rules.
According to the proposed IT, each group (subgroup) of rules generated in the rule editor at the structuring stage is automatically transformed into the CLIPS production programming language at stage 3. 2 taking into account reduction of the logical conclusion time due to the optimal assignment of priorities to the rules.
To reduce the number of rules actuated during the control, higher priorities are assigned to the rules based of the following considerations:
-the rules containing premises common to many rules must be fulfilled earlier, since such premises are the most significant in the control and thus, if they are executed, it is more likely that some rule will be actuated and the control will end; -the rules that have a smaller number of premises should be fulfilled earlier, since there will be fewer checks in this case.
A template of the module pre-designed for the control rules has been formed, the same for any control rules and consisting of control rules designed to output the result, functions necessary to obtain input data and the structures necessary for storing and processing facts. It is possible to create both a console and a graphical user interface. And then rules from the specific AND/OR graph are added to the template module.
For example, Fig. 1 presents rules of the 'Network' subgroup of the 'Problems in the computer network' object domain as a graph. It can be seen that there are 4 input parameters on the left: traffic (normal or low), number of queries (high or low), query processing time (high or low), CPU load (high or low). On the right, there is the verdict whether there are any problems in the network. Between the input parameters and the verdict, intermediate conclusions are given. Fig. 2 shows the levels of subgroup rules, since they are represented in the resulting program in CLIPS. Each previous level of nesting depends only on the following. The first level: the rules that determine values of the input parameters, level 4: terminal level, levels 2 and 3: intermediate levels.
Consider the stages of rule transformation. The description of the AND/OR graph for the rule editor is stored in an XML file. The first step is to select names of the parameters and their possible values from the file. The received information automatically generates the first level rules which determine the values of the input data for control.
An example of a CLIPS rule that defines the query processing time is shown below:
(defrule dop-three (not (av (a query_time )(v ?) (not (result ?)) => (if (yes-or-no-p "Is query processing time high? (yes/ no) ") then (assert (av (a query_time) (v High))) else (assert (av (a query_time) (v Normal))))
If there is still no data in the facts database on the query processing time and there are no results of inference, the question is asked to the user and depending on the answer, a fact is established. The yes-or-no-p function is used from the previously prepared template. Of course, the time for processing queries in the knowledge-oriented system built into the network management system, is determined automatically and sent to the input of the rule base without asking the user. There may be a more complicated case when there are not two but more answers. In this case, another function is used from the template.
The next step is formation of intermediate rules, there may be several of them: Fig. 2 shows two levels with two and three rules at each, respectively. The last step is creation of a terminal rule in the conclusions of which contain the state of the controlled object, e. g., the rule of the following type:
(defrule final1 (or (av (a connection_instability) (v Connection_insta-bility)) (av (a network_instability) (v Network_instability)) (not (result ?)) => (assert (av (a state) (v Problem in network))) (assert (result "Problem in network")))
By the example of network control given in Fig. 3 , all branches are shown for which the 'Network' subgroup was tested. Fig. 3 . The decision tree used for testing ES Fig. 4 shows a fragment of the consultation when the user must answer a number of questions after which the consultation result will be displayed.
Based on the proposed rule editor and IT, it is possible to create a knowledge-oriented system for user consulting with the use of a graphical interface without writing a single line of code. 
Discussion of study results
The presented work is a continuation of the research related to the development of models and methods for creating and maintaining knowledge-oriented control systems that formed the basis of the information technology proposed here.
The work was carried out within the framework of the state budgetary themes of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, scientific research of the Department of System Software of the National Polytechnic University (ONPU), Odesa, Ukraine, titled "Methods, Models and Means for Analyzing and Improving Performance of Computer Systems" No. DR 0110U0008193.
On the basis of the IT and the rule editor, effective prototypes of ES control were created. ES for safe work with electrical installations is used in making decisions by the dispatcher about the possibility of carrying out works with electrical installations. Data about the parameters of objects are entered manually by the dispatcher or automatic control means are used that measure room temperature, humidity and other parameters. The ES determines whether the safety requirements are met and, in the event of violations, notifies the dispatcher.
When the system was tested by an expert, the dispatcher's work log was analyzed two months before the system was first used and for two months during the system operation (Fig. 5-8) . The expert looked through the dispatcher's decisions in the reports and identified how many mistakes of the first kind were made when the dispatcher made the wrong decisions that the work cannot be performed, and mistakes of the second kind when the dispatcher made wrong decisions that works could be done. Validity of correct decisions was also calculated as a probability measure determining the ratio of correct decisions to the total number of decisions (before the system was introduced and with its application, Fig. 9 ).
Validity of correct dispatcher's decisions before applying the ES was 0.85; validity of correct decisions within two months after the ES application was 0.97 (Fig. 9) . Thus, the validity of the dispatcher's decisions increased by 12 %: (0,97/0,85-1)×100=12. Number of dispatcher's decisions
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Fig. 7. Dispatcher's decisions made after the ES was introduced, June
IT is universal in nature and is supposed to be applicable for a wide range of object domains described earlier, therefore further research areas involve analysis of features and development of knowledge-oriented control systems for various applications: not only for decision-making but also for training.
Conclusions
The work is devoted to the development of an IT for generation and support of knowledge-oriented control systems. The development process was greatly simplified due to the visualization of knowledge and its automated verification.
1. The editor of control rules has been developed to provide the main stages of rule creation which allows visualization of the rules, interactively process and automatically check them. On its basis, an IT was proposed for development and maintenance of knowledge-oriented control systems.
2. As one of the main stages of IT, an automatic transformation of each group (subgroup) of rules created by the rule editor into the language of production programming was suggested. At the same time, logical inference time was reduced due to the optimal assignment of priorities to the rules. This approach makes it possible to create and verify rules at an early stage which ensures rapid change of rules.
3. On the basis of this IT, working prototypes of ES have been developed. The control system for safe operation of electrical installations includes 5 subgroups and 54 rules. When using ES for safe operation of electrical installations, validity of dispatcher's decisions has increased by 12 % compared to the period when the dispatcher made decisions without its help. 
